Parenting the
Digital Generation
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Today’s kids are Super-Connected.
They’re more savvy with tablets, phones and computers and they’re more responsive to the
media machine and ever-growing technological presence. Every facet of their lives has a
screen, a link to the global world, a chance to be exposed to phenomenally wonderful insights
– and, also things we wish they’d never have to face: hate, fear, prejudice, violence, pornography and inappropriate or dangerous content.

It’s our jobs as parents and caregivers to teach them how to handle
navigate in the digital world.
This digital parenting guide is meant to provide you with a little insight and training – a little
ammunition – to face the challenges of parenting the digital generation.
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intro | Talking To Your Child, Tween Or Teen
Today is darkened with the blessing and the curse of the internet—so much material, both helpful
and dangerous, at our fingertips. Here are age-sensitive approaches to managing these difficult and
treacherous conversations:

How are our children to navigate this new age?
Your Accessible Child (0-8)
This is your child, under 10, newly interested in those fun video games, your cell phone and Uncle Jeff’s
online gaming system. It’s all magical, educational, and addictive! This is the time that both of you need
to learn how to set boundaries. Both of you can get accustomed to setting limits for time, content, and
accessibility while your child is still little—and still likes you!

Your Self-Conscious Child (9-12)
Your child became a “tween” somewhere between 10 and 12 years old, crossing into a sea of hormones,
self-consciousness and impulsive decision making often guided by similarly-minded friends. And this is
also about the time that many kids get their first smart phone. Off to middle school, they believe they
are mature, all the while straddling the relative safety of childhood and the risks and adventures that
come with adolescence.
Unfortunately, tweens often end up connecting with those who take advantage of their need for attention. It is common for kids in this age group to retreat a bit from their parents into their “private space,”
making it hard for parents to accurately assess their friendships, their cyber use, and their mood. Parents struggle with the question, “Is this just a passing phase – or something more serious?”

Your Private Child (13+)
Tweens develop a certain bravado they day they turn into a teen. They are more tight-lipped about
their feelings, school work and friends. A simple question like “How was your day?” can turn into
eye-rolling and a “Don’t worry about it” response.
Timing is everything. Understand that they have a virtual world and internet friends that they connect
with. See if they will let you play one of their online games with them. If they likely turn you down, at
least you showed some interest in their world.
Their invincibility leads them to taking bigger risks, sharing too much, and saying things about others
that just shouldn’t be said in a public forum. These boundaries and manners are important to reinforce and model. You might need to think twice before posting your own questionable photos, checkins and embarrassing pictures of your kids! Teach respect, safety and etiquette.
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A Helpful Roadmap

To Navigate The Mine Fields Of
Social Media
SOCIAL MEDIA CAN MAKE PRIVATE THINGS
PUBLIC:
We work hard as parents to help our kids understand that privacy is important. Keep the
door shut when you’re using the bathroom;
knock before you walk in someone’s bedroom;
don’t ask the lady at the supermarket why
she uses a cane. But we also need to teach
our children the boundaries for privacy in the
digital world. Passwords that are kept PRIVATE
are helpful to keep children safe—just like a key
to their front door. Say to your child, “I heard
some say people shouldn’t post anything on
social media they don’t want an enemy or a
stranger to see or to know; what do you think
about that?”
STAYING SAFE IS NORMAL:
Treat social media safeguards as you would any
other safety device—seatbelts in the car, locking
the front door at home, wearing helmets while
riding bikes, being careful of strangers. Putting
safeguards on their game systems and phones
(if they have them) is a good idea for everyone to
do—even parents. Choose safeguards as a family
for all devices—including your own. Including
your child in this larger conversation makes them
part of the family safety rather than feeling like
the victim of a limit they do not understand. Ask
your child, “What kinds of safeguards do you
think we each should put on our devices?”
FIRST THINGS FIRST:
Ice cream for dinner and vegetables for dessert may sound like heaven but for many of us,
over time, it will lead to sour stomachs and poor
nutrition. Such is the case with “screen time.” Too
much screen time robs children of playing with
friends face to face, limits their learning to collaborate on a project or a game and replaces
exploring the outdoors. Help your family balance
screen time and place it properly in your family’s
day. Rather than nagging your child to “turn it off
NOW,” try asking “how much more time do you
feel you need before you get to your homework?”
Letting them be part of this decision and helping
them learn to take responsibility is important.
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A Helpful Roadmap

To Navigate The Mine Fields Of
Social Media
CREATE BOUNDARIES AND LIMITS:
It’s painful to see a couple on a date who are
both on their individual cell phones or a mother
strolling her baby choosing to talk at length to a
friend on the phone while ignoring the coos and
excitement of her baby. The internet becomes
an intruder, quietly demanding attention with a
chirp or a ping.

PASSWORDS:
These pesky strings of upper and lower case
letters, numbers and special characters drive
most of us crazy—whether we have too many
of them, forget them, or are trying to figure
out the key to our child’s devices. Unlike adults
who might try and write them down in a reasonable spot, kids keep changing them to keep
adults out of their business. It is OK to make a
deal—“You can use the internet if I have your
password.” “In order to have the privilege of
using your phone, I need the password.” Here
is where we need to be honorable—snooping
just to snoop is not honorable. Checking up on
our kids because we are concerned about their
safety is called parenting.
ESTABLISH A VILLAGE:
Parents learn a lot from other parents.
Inviting YOUR peers to be part of your village is
a good idea. Some parents have “intel” on what
parties are going on, what kids are likely causing
trouble, who might be emotionally struggling
and needs help. Most kids don’t want their parents “following” them on social media. However, they might invite cousins, aunts, neighbors,
coaches, or youth leaders to follow them (and
vice versa) because this is the way our kids keep
up with what’s going on. Rely on your village to
be watchful and keep you informed when something concerning seems to be going on.
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intro | How To Be A Good Digital Parent
Good parents have their child’s well-being at heart. A good digital parent is informed and understanding of the unique challenges their kid’s generation is facing. By combining the two, you’re able
to bring parenting into the digital generation. Here are a few tips to help you along the way:

Be patient.
Learn.

Lay down ground rules.
Learn their lingo.
Designate safe spaces.
Designate shared spaces.

You’re not going to know everything and that’s okay.
Understanding the digital world means knowing where your kids are
spending time. Scroll through Facebook, download Snapchat, start
your own Twitter account.
Be clear about your expectations.
But, please, don’t try to speak it.
Create device-free areas in the house – like bedrooms – to minimize
distractions.
Keeping computers in public areas increase the safety factor of online
viewing.

Unplug at the dinner table.

Family dinners are the perfect time to unplug & focus on bonding.

Practice what you preach.

Follow these rules too – kids will lose trust if you break them.
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92% of teens go online
daily including 24% of
teens go online “almost
constantly”

Chapter III

Teen: Ages 13+
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chapter 3.1
Let’s Get Social
Social media consumes teenagers. It’s where all their conversations happen, where “life”
happens for many of them. If they’re not sharing photos, witty tweets or funny snaps – did
it even happen? The answer, we know, is YES. Once something is posted, it leaves a digital
footprint. One that can never be fully erased. To guard your teen from mishaps and mistakes, it’s best to first understand which platforms they’re actually using and how they work.
Here’s an overview of the most popular social networking sites:

http://elearninginfographics.com/teens-media-years-infographic/
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chapter 3.2

Generation App

If social networking sites alone weren’t enough to learn, there are thousands of apps available
via iTunes and Google Play that are calling your teen’s name. Here’s a snapshot of the most
popular apps you need to know.
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chapter 3.3
Avoiding Digital Drama
One thing that’s 100% unavoidable when talking about teenagers is drama.
The best we can do is raise trustworthy, prudent children and encourage them to make
rational decisions. But even the best of kids can be pulled into drama. Then what?
Have An Open-Door Policy. Beyond just being interested and invested in their
daily lives, make it known that talking to you is a safe space and that your
door is always open.
Don’t Be Quick To Judge. Or over-emotional at all for that matter. If you’re
quick to anger because of a nasty comment made to your child, it will take
your rational thinking out of the equation.
Listen. You may pick up nuances of the situation that your child did not. This
could lead to insight on why this situation occurred and how best to resolve it.
Make An In-Action Plan. Don’t add fire to a flame. Drama is just that, d-ra-m-a. Teach your child to rise above and she’ll learn a life lesson that will
benefit her for life.
Unplug. Taking a vacation from social media is the best medicine for drama.
Like news cycles, drama has a life cycle of its own. Eventually, things blow
over and drama moves on to the next piece of gossip.
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chapter 3.4
Building An X-Plan
We’ve all had those moments. Uncomfortable.
Awkward. A pit of dread in your stomach. You’re
in a situation that you’d rather not be in. Can’t I
wish myself away from this? Now – imagine that
you’re 14 years old. Consider for a moment how
utterly embarrassed, trapped and confused you
may feel.
Roots Of The X-Plan
As a kid, unpopularity sounds like THE WORST
thing that could possibly happen to you. But
what if there were a way to exit a scenario without losing face?
That’s what Bert Fulks, author of the now famed
“X-Plan” came up with for his family. For those
sticky situations that arise, all Bert’s son had to
do was text an “X” to a member of his family and
they’d call with a “family emergency.”
This is a way for kids to quickly and safely leave
a situation without looking like a “dweeb”, “loser”
or “narc” and thus, committing social suicide.
Beyond the vanity of looking uncool among
peers, the X-Plan also offers another benefit:
trust between child and parents.

Why This Is Good For Kids
Yes, saving face is important when you’re a
tween or teen. But also, knowing that you’re
mature enough to read the situation and ask
for help is a big deal. Not just for your own
safety, but also in your parent’s eyes. Their
number one job is to make sure you’re safe.
Because this plan only requires you to text
one letter, you can do it quickly & without
peers noticing. Plus, it’s easy to remember.

Why This Is Good For Parents
Peace of mind. Open communication. Building of trust. The list goes on and on. What
goes along with this plan, though, is the unwritten rule that parents should not grill their
child about why they used the “X-Plan” in a
given situation.
In order to keep the communication open
and truly two-way, kids need to know there
is no judgement or repercussions. Let them
know they can share as much – or as little –
as they want about why they used the plan.

How To Build Your X-Plan
Talk To Your Child. Let them know an X-Plan is for their benefit and is judgement-free.
Differentiate Between Emergencies. Make it clear that if your child is in danger, they
should call 911. This is a good conversation starter for what is and isn’t an emergency.
Encourage Honesty. Your child may be wary to try this at first. Subtle reminders that
this plan is a tool they can use will encourage them to be honest about the situations
they face every day.
Loop In The Family. Everyone in the family should be aware of the X-Plan, especially if
there are older siblings that will be responsible for the extraction.
Decide What Works For You. If an “X” is not easiest for your family to remember or use,
try an emoji. Just remember to pick something that’s not obvious to strangers & easy
to text.
Plan The Excuse. Is it a family emergency? Is it a forgotten chore? Decide on what the
extraction excuse will be and make sure everyone understands.
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chapter 3.5
Tech Addiction
Addiction is real and to be taken very seriously. We all know this and as responsible involved
parents, we’ve likely had discussions with our teens regarding addiction to drugs or alcohol.
How many of us have had the conversations with our teens about addiction to technology?
How many of us, as parents, struggle with a similar addiction? Some signs of addiction include:
excessive use, emotional or physical difficulty being away from the “substance” and relationship
problems.

According To A Recent Study By Common Sense Media, 50% Of Teens Feel
Addicted To Their Devices.
Set An Example

If you’re telling your teen you’re
concerned by the amount of time
he/she spends on screens, then
try putting yours down more too.
Increased awareness of screen
time in general will be beneficial
for the family dynamics.

Engage Your Teen In Conversation
Attempt to combat the effects of overexposure to technology by engaging
them in thoughtful conversation. Ask
what they’re reading online or listening
to and translate it to a real-life interaction.

H '

Establish Boundaries

Remember your teen is still developing and setting limits for themselves
may be something they struggle with.
Boundaries are important and necessary for most people. Establish “no
technology zones” in the house (i.e.,
dinner time, between the hours of 4-6
pm, an hour before bed, etc.)

;

Educate

Help your teen understand the risks and
potential harm overexposure to technology can have. Our environment influences, our development, and our teen’s
environments are primarily technology
driven, this begs the question of what
impact that could be having, both cognitively and socially.

v
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Social Media Contract
For Tweens & Teens
Social media is a fun way to stay connected with friends and family. We want you to be safe
and have fun while using it, so please see the ground rules.
Social Media Sites Allowed: __________________________________________
Passwords: _____________________________________________________
You Agree To:
Only use social media sites/apps that are approved.
Use social media between the hours of __________ and ___________ only.
________________________ rooms are off-limits for using my device
& social media use.
Ask permission before purchasing anything online.
Charge my device overnight in _______________.
Not use my device during breakfast, lunch or dinner.
Not share any personal information without approval.
Not share photos of myself or others that I wouldn’t want the world to see.
Be kind when interacting online. Cyberbullying is strictly forbidden.
Tell us if you feel uncomfortable by anything you see online.
Use your best judgment when accepting friend requests, group chats or
direct messages.
Turn off location tagging when posting to social media (unless approved) & will only 		
“check-in” to places if accompanied by a trusted adult.
Take care of my devices by keeping it clean and safe.
We Agree To:
Purchase a case and screen protector for the devices, if needed.
Review all privacy settings for social media sites/app accounts.
Review & research all social media sites/apps before approval.
Keep all passwords.
Teach good social media etiquette and lead by example.
________________________			________________________
________________________			________________________
(Parent/Guardian Signature)				(Teen Signature)
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chapter 4
Parent Checklist
Now that you’re armed with information about parenting in the digital age, it’s time to put it to
good use! Don’t worry if you’re feeling overwhelmed, we’ve put together a checklist for implementing a safe digital media plan at home.

·

·
··
··

Familiarize yourself with the American Academy of Pediatrics recommendations for screen
time by age:
• <8 months: NO screen time
• 8-24 months: ONE hour of SUPERVISED screen time per day
• 2-5 years: ONE hour of screen time per day
• 5-18 years: parents should use discretion, paying close attention to the apps and
platforms being used (educational vs. non-educational)
Develop a Family Media Plan that includes:
• Expectations for digital device use
• Discuss Stranger-Danger
• Discuss sexting
• Keeping personal information private
• Disclosing receipt any abusive, violent, inappropriate or threatening communications
• Discuss social media etiquette
Defining rooms where media isn’t allowed
Setting specific times when media use is allowed in common areas
Turning in all electronic devices at night
Defining ways children can earn screen time (and also ways they can have screen time taken
away)
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a Social Media Contract to further define expectations and implement conse· Draft
quences

· Devise your Babysitter Media Checklist
behavior you expect from your children
· Model •theAredigital
you setting media-free times for personal/family connection?

• Are you using Internet best practices to protect your family & to protect yourself
from identity theft?
• Are you keeping track of your own digital media usage?

· Be consistent
• Enforce consequences to rule breaks

• Try to keep allotted media use times consistent (ie. 6-9pm)

digital media use
· Monitor• Know
what apps your child has downloaded and is using
• Know what sites your child is visiting
• Know who your child is interacting with online

· Learn everything
• Research the latest app trends among teens

• Stay on top of the latest messaging apps; know what they do and how they do it

with your child
· Communicate
• Regularly check in with your child to find out what’s going on in their online life
• Establish an open door policy to make it easier for your child to come to you
• Listen - put down your device, turn off the television and actively listen when 		
your child is speaking to you
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Thank You, Parents
For Joining Us On This
Digital Journey
Find more resources to guide your family’s journey through the
connected world at our Parent Portal: www.wezift.com/parent-portal/
You’ll discover helpful tips on apps, reviews and words of advice from
other parents and industry leaders, all to help you navigate your family
through the digital world.
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